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SMITH COUNTY – TYLER, TEXAS
    The earliest inhabitants of what is now Smith County, Texas, were Caddo 
(or Tejas) Indians. The Spanish explorers knew these Indians as Tejas, for 
whom they named the present Texas.
   Although Texas was a province of Spain and Mexico until 1821, few 
European settlers inhabited the area to become Smith County until after 
the Texas Revolution. The County was established in 1846 by the new 
Texas State Legislature and was named for General James Smith who 
fought for Texas' independence and served during the Indian Wars. 
Boundaries were established at that time and have not changed to this 
day.
   Prior to its annexation by the United States and admission into the 
Union, the Republic of Texas existed as a sovereign state for a decade. 
Founded in 1836, the Republic of Texas began to issue its own currency as 
early as 1837. The most notable form of Texas-issued currency launched in 
1839 and was known as the redback. The notes had ornate designs on the 
obverse with the De Zavala star on the reverse.



Soon after Texas was admitted as a state, the Texas Legislature met in 
April, 1846 and created Smith County and decided its county seat would 
be Tyler, honoring President John Tyler for supporting the annexation of 
Texas.  The same year a spot for Tyler was located near the center of the 
county, on high ground with nearby springs.  It was surveyed and lots 
were sold at auctions occurring through 1852.  The first county 
courthouse was set up in an abandoned log cabin 1846, and the next year 
brought the establishment of the first post office.
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   “J.W.D.F. Thomas family left Kemper County, Mississippi on 18 Oct. 1865 in a caravan of 80 families for the move to 
Texas.  Their eldest daughter Euphemia, her husband Jim Gibson, and their baby (Emmett Reeves Gibson, born May 
12, 1864)  came with them.  One of the horses they drove had once belonged to Gen. Winfield Scott.  This old white 
horse was left by the Union Army when it marched through Mississippi, taking good fresh horses in its place.  The 
horse was recognized by a garrison of Union soldiers as the Thomases traveled to Texas but it was not reclaimed.  
Louveria, Virginia Florida, and Edward, the three “middle “ children in the family, walked all the way to Texas except 
for 2 days when they got to ride in a wagon because of the rainy weather.  One night it was dark before they stopped 
to camp,  Upon awaking the next morning, they found they were n a graveyard,
   When the caravan crossed the Red River, the families branched out for various destinations and the Thomases 
never saw any of the others again.  The Thomas family reach Dallas in December of 1865.  There was rain on the 
prairies and no house was available, so they turned back to Smith county to stay temporarily with the Jarvis family 
who had been in Smith County since 1852.  The Thomases settled permanently in this area.”
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 The first post office in Tyler opened on the southeast corner of 
College Avenue and west Erwin in in a little log house  with W.S. 
Caldwell as postmaster on March 1847.  The second post office was 
at the northwest corner of square w Fegurson Avenue and College 
Street where Mayer & Schmidt's store was and now a Federal 
Courthouse. Over the following years, the post office would relocate 
11 times before moving into the new Federal Building, showed in 
the first post card.  Located on the northeast corner of North Bois 
D’Arc and West Ferguson Street, the structure housed the Post 
Office on the ground floor and a federal court and offices on the 
second floor.   Spaces requirements required an addition of 50 feet 
to the rea r of the building in 1908.  Looking at the second postcard, 
the front door was also moved from the center to the left on the 
front of the building.





Downtown Post Office closed Nov. 30, 2010 

Constructed  1933 - 1934



























Scott #156, Printed 1873
Letter was mailed 1878 as indicated by letter 

inside
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THE END or THE BEGINNINGS
Which is the male and female Woodpecker?









Red  Tail Hawk
May 20, 2020 



March 27, 2022
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